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2002 chevy cavalier repair manual

The Cavalier was first sold in early 1981 as a 1982 model front-wheel drive, two-carburettor four-cylinder sliding rod engine, and 2- and 4-door sedan, hatchback, and station wagon body styles. In 1983, convertibles were added, with an initial production of less than 1,000. 1983 Cavaliers offered choke arm body fuel injection, and the V6
engine became available in 1985. The 1984 models received a slight facelift, which was filled with four headlights. The Cavalier was largely identical to the Pontiac Sunbird. Before the Pontiac brand was officially introduced in Mexico in 1992, the Cavaliers sold there, sunbird body panels, as opposed to American cavalier panels. From
1993, the fraterning of the brothers were offered, just as in the United States. The Cavalier was filmed in new fashion in 1988. The two-door hatchback fell while the coupe, sedan, carriage and convertible were transferred. The sedan and car did not change from the rear doors, while the outside of the coupe was completely redesigned.
This resulted in different tribal plans for the coupe and sedan. Three equipment levels were available in 1988: VL, RS and Z24. The convertible was only available as Z24. VL and RS were created with the 2.0 L L4 engine, which has now been upgraded to the choke arm body injection or TBI, with 90 hp (67 kW) production, while the 2.8 l
V6 125 HP (93 kW) was optional on RS and Z24. [1] For all upholstery, the 5-speed manual transmission was the standard, and the 3-speed automatic was optional, but the vast majority of sedans and cars were 3-speed automatics. Electronic dashboards with RS and Z24 upholstery were also available. 1988 Chevrolet Cavalier Z24
Convertible wearing a hood bra from 1991 to 1994 Cavalier wagon in 1989, the steering column was redesigned to adjust, as well as in addition to 3-point seat belts for the rear outside seats. The optional V6 has been converted to 130 horsepower. [2] In 1990, the parent engine was increased to 2.2 L OHV L4 and the power increased to
95 horsepower (71 kW). The optional V6 engine has been upgraded to 3.1 l V6 and 140 hp. [3] The convertible was thrown out of availability to prevent internal competition with a planned Beretta convertible. However, the Beretta convertible was set aside at the eleventh hour before a 1990 Cavalier convertible could be made. 1993-1994
Cavalier coupe Cavalier received a broader restyle in 1991, which included a new hood, bumpers, headlights, tail lights, wheel covers and a redesigned interior, but the style of the body remained unchanged. For the most part, the cooling system has been redesigned to draw air from the bumper, making it a Ford Taurus-style bumper and
gridless nose. The new bumpers were unpainted and grey, black or white; the latter is only available on white models. The Z24 dodged this colorful keyed body set. Z24 models also gained the possibilities of height adjustment and the CD player. The platform and trim lines lines like, while the convertible was brought back in the middle of
the year the RS equipment was only the V6 standard. [4] In 1992, the 2.2-l standard engine adopted multi-point fuel injection or MPFI to improve performance to 110 horsepower (82 kW), but unlike the Chevrolet Corsica 2.2L SFI. [5] The convertible was now available in rs and z24 poor people, the V6 standard in the Z24 and optional at
RS. The de-lock brakes appeared as standard as Delco Moraine managed to develop a low-cost system. Power locks are also standard and are designed to lock automatically when the car shifts to the park, or when the car travels at least 8 miles per hour on hand-geared models. 1993 brought minimal changes to the Cavalier line.
Convertibles get a glass rear window that allows the rear window to thaw out. [6] General Motors also received a new grille for the last time in chevrolet cavalier's generation. 1994 Cavalier Z24 Convertible 1994 models also have transmissions as a new model Cavalier was in development. The VL trim fell on the wagon, while the 2.2 L
OHV L4 is now the SFI version borrowed from Corsique, which delivered output of 120 horsepower. [7] Other changes included a slightly redesigned climate control interface and a redesign of the electrical locking system: the doors were automatically closed when it was switched on, but were automatically released when the ignition was
switched off. Cavalier received its first full redesign in 1995, with expanded dimensions and a more modern style, with a smaller design of the fourth-generation Chevrolet Camaro. Some basic style of dings remained, however, such as coupes dotted with beltlines, and black bumpers for some Base model cars. Coupe, sedan and
convertible options were offered, but the car model was replaced by an LS Sedan for the third generation. All available engines were four cylinders. The V6 engine option available in the first and second generations has been replaced by a new 4-cylinder engine with similar performance. Base and RS models still retained the 2.2L
Pushrod L4, but the Cavalier Z24 got a new engine in 1996, the 2.4-liter DOHC LD9, the first DOHC engine ever used in the cavalier. This engine produced 150 hp (112 kW) and 155 lb·ft (210 Nm) of torque and was used until 2002. In 2000, the car acquired a smaller facelift, lost its CHEVROLET text badge to trunklid and earned a new
CAVALIER badge along with the new five-spoke hubcaps. The 2.4-l engine with the Getrag F23 5-speed manual transmission on the Z24 models, or the optional 4-Speed automatic on the Z24 and LS models. The Z24 was only made in two-door coupe models until 2000 and had a sport-tuned suspension, 16-inch tires, alloy wheels and
improved internal electronics. Aesthetically little has changed in other models other than the ground effects kit and higher Spoiler. In 2000, a 4-door Z24 Sedan debuted, with the same mechanics but a less athletic body. The Z24 trim has also received a number of other upgrades, including a wider front ambush bar and FE2 Sport
suspension with improved handling characteristics, and a less aggressive ABS anti-lock braking system. In 2001, the 3-speed automatic was off the 2.2L base models, and the 4-speed Automatic became the standard. In 2003, the 2.2 l OHV L4 was dropped from the entire Cavalier line and the Cavalier Z24 was dropped and replaced on
the LS Sport line, which included the new Ecotec L61 engines (140 le (104 kW) and 150 lb·ft (200 Nm) torque). These engines improved fuel consumption with the same cylinder capacity as the GM 122 Pushrod Engine (2.2L OHV), while retaining the greatest power of older LD9 engines. The new Ecotec engines remained in cavalier's
entire lineup until 2005, when the Chevrolet Cavalier was replaced by the Chevrolet Cobalt. The GM Eaton M45 Supercharger kit was also offered with the Z24 equipment. The compressor kit was developed and tested by General Motors and could only be installed at a GM dealer. This update significantly increased performance thanks to
a pressure of 4.7 PSI, resulting in torque gain of approximately 40 ps (30 kW) and 40 lb·ft (54 N·m); the Z24's ratings are approximately 190 le (142 kW) and 195 lb·ft (264 Nm). As part of a broader effort to avoid further restrictions on exports to the U.S., the third-generation model was briefly sold in Japan by Toyota under an agreement
with GM, badges like the Toyota Cavalier, as in exchange for the Geo/Chevrolet Prizm. Aside from the fact that it was the right steering wheel, the Toyota Cavalier also featured a leather-wrapped shift button, steering wheel and park brake lever, wider front fenders, amber turn marks on Japanese regulations, force folding side mirrors,
side turn signal repeating lights on the front fenders, and carpet inside the boot cover. The inside seats were often filled with colour and the back seat had a fold-down armrest. The vehicles, manufactured between February and December 1998, were equipped only with leather interiors with automatic transmissions. All models featured
wheels borrowed from the Pontiac Sunfire. The Toyota Cavalier was available at 2.4G and 2.4Z trim levels. While all chevrolet-badged Cavaliers got facelifts by 2000, Toyota doesn't even have the updated center console, head-lights/hood/front bumper, tail lights, and colors available. TRD has produced a body kit and rear wing for the
Cavalier, exclusively in Japan. The car was only sold at Toyota Shop's Japanese dealerships. Cavalier was not the only GM product sold in Japan; The Saturn S-Series was sold in right-hand drive conversions at Saturn dealerships (some former Isuzu dealerships) from 1996 to 2003, and some Toyota Vista Shops also retailed the The
Toyota Cavalier was manufactured entirely by GM in the U.S. and Between 1995 and 2000. 1996-2000 Toyota Cavaliers came equipped with 2.4 LD9 engines, while the 1995 used a 2.3 L Quad 4. Due to engine displacement and width dimensions (1740 mm (69 in) for coupe, 1735 mm (68 in) for the sedan), it was not considered
compact beyond the japanese government decrees on the maximum displacement of the engine and introduced an additional annual tax, which affected sales. Prices for the coupe started at ¥2 million yen for the coupe, and ¥1.81 million for the sedan. The introduction of the Toyota Cavalier was not the first time the Cavalier was released
in Japan. Yanase Co., Ltd., a Japanese retail store that imports European and North American vehicles shortly after the end of World War II, sold various GM products to include cavalier. When the decision was made to sell the Cavalier like Toyota, it disrupted operations in Yanase. When the Toyota Cavalier was canceled, Yanase
continued to sell Chevrolet and other GM products. Yanase also provides a full range of maintenance services for all vehicles sold. Due to higher than typical average car inspection costs (Japan), the corresponding number of these vehicles is re-exported as Japanese used cars, most notably to Australia and New Zealand. Production of
the Toyota Cavalier ceased in June 2000. Despite Toyota's great attempt to sell Cavalier to Japanese customers, the Japanese public was not impressed by the quality of the construction, which typically expected from cars sold in Japan. [8] The car was also introduced when Japanese economic conditions began to decline due to the
collapse of japan's asset price bubble or bubble economy, which ended in the early 1990s.
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